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The Conley index theory, the origin of which goes back to the famous 
Waiewski Retract Theorem (see [34]), has become an important tool in 
the qualitative study of differential equations (see [l, 7-10, 12, 303, for 
instance). The theory provides cohomological or homotopic invariants of 
isolated invariant sets of flows and yields existence results in differential 
equations. The foundations of the theory, in a locally compact setting, were 
established by R. Churchill [ 51, J. Montgomery [21] (the cohomological 
index), C. Conley [6] (the homotopy index and the generalized Morse 
index), and by H. Km-land [ 191 (the generalized Morse index). 
K. Rybakowski [28,29] extended the theory to the case of non-locally 
compact spaces. The theory is now designated as the Conley index theory 
because of the significant role played by C. Conley in its development. 
There is a formal (and not only formal, see [22, 23, 331) similarity 
between the above indices of the isolated invariant set and the fixed point 
index (see [ll] or [15]) of a continuous map. Recently the fixed point 
index has been extended to the case of a multi-valued, admissible map (see 
[31]). Thus, there is a question if a similar generalization is also possible 
in case of a multi-valued flow. 
Such a generalization would be useful in direct applications to differen- 
tial equations without uniqueness as well as in situations where the classi- 
cal Conley index is used in course of a proof but extra assumptions or 
extra verifications are needed to ensure uniqueness (see 11, 91). 
E. Dancer mentions in [lo] that *an approximation technique could 
provide a partial extension of the Conley theory to the case of multi-valued 
flows defined by differential equations without uniqueness. 
In this paper we construct the cohomological index of an isolated 
invariant set of an admissible multi-valued flow. Such a topological 
approach, contrary to the approximation technique, seems to be closer in 
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spirit to the original Conley theory. Additionally it allows applications to 
differential inclusions. 
In the first paragraph we recall basic notions and results needed in this 
paper. In Section 2, following Gorniewicz [ 131, we introduce the category 
of morphisms, extend the Alexander-Spanier cohomology functor to the 
category of morphisms and define the multi-valued map determined by a 
morphism. The definition of a multi-valued admissible flow and basic 
results concerning multi-valued flows are collected in Section 3. In the 
following paragraph we introduce the isolated invariant sets of a multi- 
valued flow and their index pairs. Then, in Section 5, we construct the 
cohomological index of an isolated invariant set. The sixth paragraph con- 
tains the therorem on the invariance of the index. The following paragraph 
concerns the relation between the differential inclusions and multi-valued 
admissible flows. In the final paragraph examples are given. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
R, R+, iwP will stand for the set of real numbers, non-negative numbers, 
and non-positive numbers, respectively. N will denote the set of natural 
numbers and h the set of integers. The unit interval [0, l] will be denoted 
by I. 
Top will stand for the category of topological spaces and continuous 
maps. For a topological space XE Top and a subset A E X the notation 
int, A, cl, A, bd, A will be used for the interior, the closure, and the 
boundary of A in X, respectively. If this causes no misunderstanding, we 
shall drop the subscript X in the above notations. 
If X is a metric space with the metric p and A, BE X, we put 
p(A, B) := inf{p(x, y) 1 x E A, y E B). 
The diameter of A E X will be denoted by 
diam A := sup{p(x, y) 1 x, y E A} 
B(A,r):=B,(A,r):={yEXIp(y,A)<r} 
will stand for the closed ball of radius r > 0 around A. 
The set of all continuous functions from a subset A of R into X will be 
denoted by C(A, X). 
We will frequently consider pairs of topological spaces of the form 
(X,, X,) without assuming that X2 E X, . The special case X, c_ X, will be 
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referred to as a topological pair. In order to simplify the notation we will 
usually denote pairs of spaces by single capital letters. In such a situation 
the first or the second element of the pair will be denoted by adding to the 
letter the subscript 1 or 2, respectively. Thus if P is a pair of spaces then 
P=(P,, P2), where P,, P*E Top. 
The notation used for spaces will be extended in a natural way to pairs 
of spaces. Thus if P, Q are pairs than P E Q will mean Pi c Qi for i = 1,2, 
int P will denote the pair (int P,, int P2), etc. We shall identify a single 
space X with the pair (X, 0). 
By a map f: P--f Q of topological pairs P, Q we mean a continuous 
mapping f: P, + Q, such that f(P,), the image of PI, is contained in Q2. 
The class of topological pairs and their maps constitute a category which 
will be denoted by Top,. 
If R, S are topological pairs such that R c P, Ss Q, and f: P, + Ql is 
such that f(R) := (f(R,), f(R2)) E S, then one can consider the map 
which maps R2 into S,. This map will be called the contraction off to the 
pair (R, S) and denoted by f 1 CR,Sj. 
A multi-valued (mv) map cp: X -+ Y is a mapping which assigns to 
every XEX some subset q(x) of Y. Usually it is also assumed that for all 
XEX q(x) is non-empty. However, for technical reasons, it is convenient 
for us not to make it a general assumption. 
The mv map cp is called compact-valued iff for all x E X q(x) is compact. 
We assume once for the whole paper that all mv maps considered here are 
compact-valued. 
The graph of a mv map q: X + Y is the set 
m):=t(x?Y)EXx YI Y-fw). 
The image of a subset A cX under cp is q(A) := lJ {cp(x)(x~A ). The 
inverse-image of a subset BE Y under q is 
The mv map cp is called upper-semi-continuous (USC) iff for every x E X 
and for every neighborhood U of q(x) there exists a neighborhood V of x 
such that cp( y) G U for all y E V’. 
One can easily prove the following three propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The mu map cp :X -++ Y is USC iff for every U open in 
Y q-‘(U) is open in X. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Zf cp: X --H Y is USC and (xn} C X, { y,} C_ Y are such 
that x, + x E X, y, --f y E Y, and y, E cp(x,) then y E q(x). 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (see [2, Prop. 1.1.31 or [14,111.1.2]). Ifq: X -+ Y is 
USC and Kc X is compact hen q(K) is compact. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume q : Xx Y + Z is USC and A E X is compact. Then 
is also use. 
Proof. First note that by Proposition 1.3, (P~( y) is compact for all 
YE Y. Fix yOe Y and let U be an open neighborhood of qPA (y,J. Then for 
each XE A there exist neighborhoods I/, of x and W, of y,, such that 
cp(l/,x W,)EU. Choose a finite set A,&A such that AGU{V,~XEA~}. 
Put W:=n{W,IxEAO}. Then Wis a neighborhood of y, and qA(W)= 
q(A x W) c U, which proves that (Pi is USC. 1 
The functor of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology will be considered as 
a functor H* : Top, + GMod, where GMod denotes the category of graded 
Z-modules and linear maps of degree zero. If P = (P, , P2) is an arbitrary 
pair of subspaces of a topological space X, we put H*(P) := 
H*(p, 9 Pl n Pd. 
A non-empty compact space X is called acyclic iff H’(X) = Z and 
H”(X) = 0 for n # 0. 
A map f: X + Y is called proper iff for every compact KE Y f-'(K) is 
compact. It is called Vietoris iff it is proper and for every y E Y f ~ ‘( y) is 
acyclic. 
The map of pairs f: P -+ Q will be called Vietoris iff f: P, + Q , and 
fipJ: P, --t Q, are Vietoris. 
One can easily verify the following 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Zf f: P-t Q is Vietoris and Rz Q then f,/-~(~): 
f-'(R) + R is also Vietoris. 
Note that every Vietoris map is a closed map. Thus, as a consequence of 
the Vietoris-Begle Theorem (see [32, Chap. 6.9, Theorem 151) we get the 
following 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Composition of Vietoris maps is a Vietoris map. 
One can easily derive from the just cited Vietoris-Begle Theorem, the 
exact cohomology sequences of pairs P and Q and from the Five Lemma 
the following version of the Vietoris-Begle Theorem for pairs. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Assume f: P+Q is Vietoris. Then f*: H*(Q)-H*(P) 
is an isomorphism. 
Assume f: P+Q, g: R-Q. Put 
Q(f, 8) := (Q,, Q,), 
where 
oi:={(X,y)EPixRilf(x)=g(y)} for i=l,2. 
One can easily verify the following 
F'RoPosITIoN1.6. Zf f: P + Q is Vietoris then for every continuous 
g: R -+ Q the projection of O(f, g) onto R is Vietoris. 
2. THE CATEGORY OF MORPHISMS 
We shall need a class of multi-valued (mv) maps which induce maps in 
cohomology. Such maps, called mv maps determined by morphism, were 
defined and studied in [13]. We follow here that exposition. 
Fix P, Q E Top,. In the family of all triples of the form (p, r, q) where 
r~ Top,, p : f -+ P is Vietoris, q : r --) Q is continuous, introduce the relation 
(p, r, q) - (p’, r’, q’) iff there exist f: P-+ r’, f ‘: P’ + r such that the 
following diagrams 
P-r.’ P’ TQ P+--I---,Q P 
commute. This relation is obviously an equivalence. The equivalence class 
[p, f, q] will be called a morphism from P to Q. We will write 
Morph,(P, Q) for the class of all morphisms from P to Q. We will denote 
morphisms by lower case Greek letters ~1, p, y and write ~1: P -+ Q to 
express that c1 E Morph,(P, Q). 
We would like to be able to compose morphisms. For this end 
take ~1’ E Morph,(P, Q), cc’ E Morph;( Q, R) and choose representatives 
(P’, r’, 4’) E m’, (p”, r “) 4”) E Lx”. Consider the following commutative 
diagram 
P+ ” f’ LQ+ P” Z-‘l4 R 
id T I id 
r’ - O(q’, p”) - r,, 
P 9 
(2.1) 
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in which p, q denote projections. It follows from Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 
that p’ 0 p is Vietoris. Thus [p’ 0 p, O(q’, p”), q” 0 q] is a morphism. It is a 
lengthy but straightforward task to verify that 
(a’, a”) + a’ocl” := [Pro, Wq’, P”), 4”“41 
is a well defined composition of morphisms a’, ~1” and converts the class of 
morphisms into a category. We will denote this category by Morph,. 
Obviously if f: P + Q is a mapping of pairs then [id, P, f] E 
Morph,(P, Q), which enables us to consider Top, as a subcategory of 
Morph,. 
For a morphism c( = [p, r, q] E Morph,(P, Q) and for x E P the set 
q(p-l(x)) does not depend on the representative (p, r, q), thus we can put 
U(X) := q( p-‘(x)). We shall call the set U(X) the value of c1 at x. 
For A s P, we define the image cl(A) of A under tx by 
cx(A):=U {or(x)(x~A) 
and for a pair R s P we put 
a(R) := (dR,)> ~Rz)). 
Assume a = [p, r, q] E Morph,(P, Q) is such that a(R) G S for some 
pairs R c P, S c Q. Put 
pR := Pl(p-‘(R),R)r qR := ql(p-I(R),S). 
Obviously the contractions pR, qR are well defined and by Proposition 1.4, 
pR is Vietoris. Thus we can define the contraction of CY to (R, S) by 
d(R,S) := CPR, p-‘(R), qR1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume P, P’, P’ and Q, Q’, Q” are topological pairs 
such that P” c P’ G P, Q” G Q’ c Q. If a: P + Q is a morphism such that 
a( P’) G Q’ and a( P”) G Q” then 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The functor H: Top, --) GMod extends to a functor 
H: Morph, -+ GMod. 
ProoJ: Let LX = [p, r, q] E Morph,(P, Q) be a morphism of pairs. Put 
H(a) :=c(* := P *-l 0 q*. It can be easily verified that the so defined tl* does 
not depend on the choice of the representative (p, r, q), 
Let a’ = [p’, r’, q’] E Morph,(P, Q) and cl” = [p”, r”, q”] E 
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Morph,(Q, R) be two morphisms. Applying the cohomology functor to the 
diagram (2.1) we get 
We have also for a = [id, P, f], where f: P + Q is a continuous map of 
pairs, that a* = id * - ’ of* =f*. This finishes the proof. 1 
Assume a’, a”: P + Q are two morphisms 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the morphisms a’, cl” are homotopic iff 
there exist a morphism CI :P x I + Q, representatives (p’, r’, q’) E a’, 
(p”, r”, q”) E a”, (p, f, q) E u, and mappings f’ : r’ -+ r, f U : r” -+ r such 
that the following diagram 
in which z’(x) := (x, 0), Z”(X) := (x, 1) for XE P, commutes. 
Since z’ and I” are obviously homotopic, the commutativity of the above 
diagram implies the following 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If a’ and u.” are homotopic then a’* = a”*. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A mv map cp: Y -++ Y will be called determined by a 
morphism y = [p, r, q] : X-t Y iff q(x) = y(x) for all XE X. 
A mv map cp :X -++ Y is called acyclic iff it is USC, compact-valued, and 
q(x) is acyclic for every XE X. A trivial example of an acyclic map is a 
single-valued map. Another exampIe is an USC map which takes as values 
compact convex subsets of a Banach space. Such a map will be called a 
convex-valued map. 
Let cp:X-++ Y be an acyclic map and let p:T(cp)-+Xand q:T(cp)-+ Y 
denote projections. Similarly as in [ 14, 111.2.1] one can prove that p is a 
Vietoris map. Thus [p, r(q), q] is a morphism and since q(x) = q(p-l(x)) 
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for all x E X, we see that any acyclic mv map is determined by a morphism. 
Moreover, because the composition of two morphisms is a morphism, we 
get the following 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Any composition of acyclic mu maps is determined by 
a morphism. 
3. MULTI-VALUED FLOWS 
In this and the following paragraphs X will denote a fixed, locally 
compact, metric space. 
Recall that a (single-valued) flow is a continuous mapping n : Xx [w -+ X 
such that rc(x, 0) = x and z(x, t + s) = n(rz(x, t), s) for all x E X and t, SE R. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An USC mapping TI: Xx IF8 -H X will be called a partial 
multi-valued (pmv) flow on X provided for any S, t E R, x, y E X the 
following three conditions are satisfied 
x(x, 0) = ix}, (3.1) 
St 2 0 * 71(x, t + s) = n(n(x, t), s), (3.2) 
YE7t(X, t)oxe7c(y, -t). (3.3) 
Note that in case of a pmv flow we admit the empty set as a value. 
A pmv flow n will be called a multi-valued flow iff 
n(x, t) f 0 forall xEXandtE!R. (3.4) 
The partial mv flows will play only a technical role in the sequel. 
Note that our definition of a mv flow slightly differs, at least formally, 
from similar definitions in literature, (see [3, 18, 25,26, 271. The differences 
between the definitions concerning the continuity assumptions are dis- 
cussed in [24]). 
DEFINITION 3.2. A mv flow n: : Xx R +-+ X will be called admissible iff 
there exists T > 0 such that the restriction of n to Xx [0, T] is determined 
by a morphism. 
Note that every single-valued flow is an example of an admissible mv 
flow. In Section 7 we will show that a differential inclusion with compact- 
and convex-valued USC right-hand side generates a mv admissible flow. 
In order simplify the notation we will write xnt for n(x, t) and also AnA 
forrr(AxA), where AcXand Aclw. 
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The sets xrrnll8, xrcR+, xnlJw- will be called the trajectory, the positive 
trajectory, and the negative trajectory of x and denoted by X(X), n+(x), 
rc ~ (x), respectively. 
Directly from (3.2) we get the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all A G X, t, s E IJI! 
ts > 0 * A7c(t + s) = (A7cnt)m. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let A c R. By a A-solution of rr in N c X we mean a 
continuous, single-valued mapping rr: A -+ N such that 
a(t) E a(s) 7c( t - s) for all t, s E A. (3.5) 
We will say that the solution CJ originates in x E X iff 0 E A and a(O) =x. 
A [0, t]-solution ([t, O]-solution in case t d 0) c of n in N will be called 
a t-connection from x to y provided x = a(O), y = a(t). 
The set of all A-solutions of rc in N will be denoted by Sltn,(A, 71) and 
the set of all A-solutions originating in x by Sltn,(A, x, z). We will also 
write Conn,(t, x, y, X) for the set of all t-connections from x to y in N. In 
case N = X the subscripts N in Sltn, and Corm, will be omitted. If this 
causes no misunderstanding, we will also drop the parameter z. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. rf {aj}jEJ is a family of A,-solutions of n in N such 
that for any i, jeJ oi and aj coincide on Air\Ai then U{ajljEJ} is a 
U {Aj( jE J}-solution of z in N. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. [f aESltn,([a, b]), dE R then the d-translation of a 
given by 
Tr,a: [a+d,b+d]3t+a(t-d)EN 
is an [a + d, b + d]-solution in N. 
LEMMA 3.1, Assume 71 is a pmv flow, KC X is compact and E > 0. Then 
there exists 6 > 0 such that 
diam(xn[ -6, S]) < E for all x E K. 
ProojI Let x E K. It follows from the upper semi-continuity of n at (x, 0) 
that there exist V, an open neighborhood of x and a positive number 
6, such that ye V, and ItI < 26, implies ynt E B(x, 43), hence also 
yrc[ -6,, S,] E B(x, 43). Thus 
diam( yn[ -6,, S,]) <E for YE V,x. 
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Compactness argument with respect to K shows that there exists a finite 
subset K0 of K such that KC U { I/, ( x E K,}. Now the assertion is satisfied 
with 6 :=min(6,(xE K,}. u 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume N is compact, U is open and N G U. Then there 
exists an E > 0 such that Nrc[ - E, E] E U. 
The proof of the following lemma does not essentially differ from the 
proof of Theorem 6.1 in [26]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume YE xzt for some x, y E X and t E R. Then there 
exists a t-connection from x to y. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If II: Xx IF! --H X is a mv flow and A, A, are compact 
intervals such that A G A,, then for every A-solution o there exists a 
A,-solution z being an extension of (T. 
Proof Assume A = [b, c] and A, = [a, d]. Put x,, := o(b), x1 := o(c)). 
Using (3.4) choose y, E x,n(a - b) and y, E xi n(d - c). The above lemma 
enables us to select r,~Conn(a- b, x0, yO) and z1 ~Conn(d-c, x,, yi). 
Put 
r :=TrhrOucuTr,.r,. 
Obviously r 2 cr and z is a A ,-solution of n by Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.4 (Barbashin’s Theorem, see [26, Th. 6.21). Assume A is 
a compact interval and NE X is compact. Then Sltn,(A) with the topology 
of uniform convergence is compact. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume Nc X is compact, sequences (xn}, { y,,} c N, 
{t,,} E R are convergent: x,-+x, y,+ y, t,+ t; then Conn,(t,, x,, y,) 
# 0 for all n E N implies Conn,(t, x, y) # 0. 
Proof. First consider the case t > 0. Let M be a fixed compact 
neighborhood of N. Using Corollary 3.1 choose E > 0 such that 
Nz[--~,&]&int M. Let (T,EConn,(t,,x,, y,). Put T:=t+@ Without 
loss of generality we can assume that 1 t, - tl <s/2 for all n E N. Using 
Corollary 3.2 we can find 7,: [0, T] +Xsuchthatz,zc,,.Sincerr,(t,)E:N 
and 1 T- t,,l < E, we see that z,, E Sltn,( [0, T]), thus it follows from 
Proposition 3.4 that {r,} admits a subsequence converging uniformly to 
some t E Sltn, ([0, T]). It is now easy to verify that r restricted to [0, t] 
is a t-connection from x to y in N. 
The proof of the case t < 0 is similar. 1 
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LEMMA 3.41 Assume N is compact, {x,,} c N, {t, > E R are sequences 
such that x, -+x E N and Sltn,( [0, t,], x,) # 0. If t, -+ cc (t,, -+ - co) then 
Sltn,(R+, x) # 0 (Sltn,(W, x) # 0). 
ProoJ First consider the case t, + co. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that {t,} is strictly increasing. Let (T,E Sltn,([O, t,], x,). By 
Proposition 3.4 the sequence {on 1 Co,r,,} is precompact. Taking a sub- 
sequence, if necessary, we can assume that this sequence converges 
uniformly on [0, t,] to some ti E Sltn,([O, tl], x). Assume r,~ 
Sltn,([O, t,],x) is defined. As before the sequence {crnjCO,r,+,,} admits a 
subsequence converging uniformly to some extension of rn belonging to 
Sltn.( [0, t,, + ,I, x,). Let this extension be r,, I. Thus, by Proposition 3.2 
u {rn I nE N} ESltn,(R+, x). 
The proof of the case t, -+ -co is analogous. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Assume Sltn,([O, n]) # 0 for all n E N. Then 
Sltn,(R) # 0. 
ProoJ: Let g,, E Sltn( [0, n]) and xn:= o,(n/2). We can assume 
x,+x~N. Obviously Sltn, ( [0, n/2], x,) # 0 # Sltn, ([ -n/2,0], x,). 
Thus, by Lemma 3.4, there exist Q E Sltn,(R +, x) and T E Sltn,(R -, x). 
Consequently 0 u t E Sltn, (R). m 
4. ISOLATED INVARIANT SETS AND INDEX PAIRS 
The natural notion of an invariant set of a single-valued flow splits into 
two different concepts in case of a mv flow: weak invariance, in this paper 
called invariance, and strong invariance (see Definitions 4.1 and 4.3 below). 
In order to formulate these definitions, we will need some notations. For 
a subset A E X put 
Inv(A, rr) := Inv A := {XE A 1 Sltn, (R, x) # a}, 
Inv+(A,rr):=Inv+A:= {XEA (Sltn,(R+,x)#fa}, 
Inv-(A,z):=InvvA:=(xEA)Sltn,(R-,x)#@}. 
We note the following easy to prove proposition for further reference. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 
AcB=InvA~InvB,Inv+AcInv+B,InvvAEInvvB, (4.1) 
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Inv(InvA)=InvA,Inv+(InvfA)=Inv+A,Inv~(Inv~A)=Inv~A, (4.2) 
InvA=Inv+ AnInv A. (4.3) 
DEFINITION 4.1 (cf. [26, Def. 7.4-7.61). The set A will be called 
invariant (with respect to z) iff Inv A = A. Similarly A is positively 
invariant (negatively invariant) iff Inv + A = A (Inv - A = A). 
As a consequence of (4.2) we get the following 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For every A G X Inv A is invariant. It is the maximal 
invariant subset of A. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A is invariant (positively invariant, negatively 
invariant) iff for every x E A Sltn, ([ - 1, 11, x) # 0 (Sltn, ([0, 11, x) # 0, 
Sltn,(II-l,Ol,~)#0). 
Proof. If A is positively invariant then obviously Sltn, ([0, 11, x) # 0 
for all x E A. Assume Sltn, ([O. 11, x) is non-empty for all x E A and fix 
some x E A. We will define recursively a sequence (a,} of [0, n]-solutions 
in A. Choose o, to be any element of Sltn, ([0, 11, x) and assume (T,, is 
already defined. Since on(n) E A we can choose z E Sltn, ([0, 11, cr, (n)). Put 
0 n+l := on u Tr,T. 
Then (see Propositions 3.2 and 3.3) gn+ i is a [0, n + I]-solution of 71 in A 
and cr”~a,+,. Thus by Proposiition 3.2 cr := U {a, ( n E N } is an R+-solu- 
tion in A and a(0) = ai(O) =x, i.e., Sltn, (R+, x) # 0. This shows that A 
is postively invariant. 
The proof of the remaining cases is similar. i 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume { Aj} jE J is a family of invariant subsets of X. 
Then LJ { Aj 1 j E J} is also invariant. 
The definition below is a natural extension of the notion of an isolated 
invariant set (see [6, Def. 111.3.21) from the single-valued to the multi- 
valued case. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The set K E X will be called an isolated invariant set iff 
there exists a compact neighborhood N of K such that K= Inv N. In such 
a case N will be called an isolating neighborhood of K with respect o n. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If N is compact then Inv + N, Inv - N, Inv N are 
compact. 
Proof: Let (x,} c Inv + N, x, + x E N. Choose (T, E Sltn,(lR+, x,). 
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Lemma 3.4 shows that Sltn,( [w + , x) # @, thus x E Inv + N. Hence Inv+ N, 
as a closed subset of a compact set N, is compact. 
The proof of the remaining cases is similar. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. An isolated invariant set is compact. 
Apart from the notion of invariance we will also need the notion of 
strong invariance. 
DEFINITION 4.3 (cf. [26, Def. 7.1-7.31). The set A E X will be called 
strongly (strongly positively, strongly negatively) invariant with respect o 
TT iff for each SEA n(x)cA, (E+(x)sA,c(x)EA). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The positive trajectory rc + (A) of every A E X is 
strongly positively invariant. The sum and intersection of a family of strongly 
positively invariant sets are also strongly positively invariant. 
Assume N is compact. Put 
Thus y E xz,,, t iff there exists a t-connection from x to y in N. In particular 
x7cNt may be empty. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. n,,, is a pmvflow on N. 
Proof One can easily derive from Lemma 3.3 that zN(x, t) is compact. 
Assume nN is not USC at (x,, to). Then there exists U open in N and 
sequences {x,,)sN, {y,}sN, {t,,}~R’ such that x,+x0, tn+tO, 
7cN(x0, to) E U and y, E zN(x,, t,)\U. In particular Conn,(t,, x,, y,) # Qr. 
Taking subsequences, if necessary, we can assume that y, -+ y, for some 
y,,~ N\U. Thus we get from Lemma 3.3 that Conn,(t,, x0, yO) # 0, i.e., 
y0 E nN( t,, x,,) c U, a contradiction. This shows that 7~~ is USC. 
The verification of properties (3.1) to (3.3) is straightforward. 1 
Note the following obvious 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Zffor some XEN and T>O (T<O) xzNT=@ then 
xrc,t=@forallt>T(t<T). 
Assume an isolated invariant set K and its isolating neighborhood N are 
given. Recall that in case of a single-valued flow (cf. [6, III.Bl]), the pair 
(N, , NJ of subsets of N is called an index pair in N iff N1, Nz are compact 
and positively invariant with respect to ?I,,,, Inv NG int(N,\N,) and for 
every xEN,, t>O 
x7ct$N*3t’e [0, t] xlr,t’EN,. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. The pair P = (P, , P2) of subsets of N will be called an 
index pair in N (with respect to n) iff the following three conditions are 
satisfied. 
P, , Pz are compact and strongly positively 
invariant with respect o rcN, 
Inv N%int,P,, Inv+ Nc N\P,, 
cl(P1\Pz) s int N. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The family of all index pairs in N will be denoted by ZP(N, 7r) or simply 
by ZP(N). 
Note that the above definition does not reduce to the Conley’s definition 
of the index pair in the single-valued case. We will see in Corollary 4.2 that, 
in fact, it is more restrictive. Nevertheless it is sufficiently broad to enable 
us the construction of the cohomological index. 
An easy topological argument proves the following 
PROPOSITION 4.9. 
PEZP(N)=-Inv Ncint(P,\P,). (4.7) 
P, Q E ZP( N) = P n Q E ZP( N). (4.8) 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf P E ZP(N) then for all x E P,, y 4 N, T> 0 such that 
Conn( T, x, y) # 0 there exists t E [0, T) and cr E Sltn,( [0, t], x) such that 
a(t)E P*. 
Proof: Let r E Conn( T, x, y). Put 
t := sup(s E [0, T] ) z( [0, s]) c N}. 
Let u denote r restricted to [0, t]. Then obviously a~Sltn,([O, t], x) 
and a(t) E 6dN. From the strong invariance of P, with respect to zN it 
follows that a(t) E P, . Thus it must be a(t) E Pz, because otherwise 
o(t) E P,\P* c int N, which contradicts (r(t) E bdN. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zrt the single-valued case every index pair in the sense of 
Definition 4.4 is also an index pair in the Conley’s sense recalled before 
Dejkition 4.4. 
Our aim now is to show that for every isolating neighborhood N there 
exists at least one index pair in N. Before formulating and proving that we 
will need some auxiliary results. 
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PROPOSITION 4.10. Assume Z is compact and Z n Inv + N = @ 
(ZnInv-N=IZ(). Then there exists T>O (T-CO) such that ZzNT=@. 
ProoJ Assume Z n Inv + N = 0. Then for every x E Z there exists 
t(x) > 0 such that xrrnN t(x) = 0, because otherwise Lemma 3.4 would imply 
that x E Inv+ N. Using the upper semi-continuity of nN one can find a 
neighborhood V.X of x such that V,7c,,,t(x)n Z= 0. Compactness of Z 
enables us to choose a finite subset Z0 G Z such that Z E U { V, ( x E Z,}. 
Now, by Proposition 4.8, it suffices to take T := maxi t(x) ( x E Z,}. 
The proof of the remaining case is similar. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. The mv mappings IIS :=(7-c,)+, n; :=(7ciy)- are USC 
respectively on sets N\Inv+ N, N\Inv-N. 
Proof: Let x E N\Inv + N. Choose a compact neighborhood Z of x such 
that Z n Inv + N= 0. By Proposition 4.10 there exists T> 0 such that 
ZrcN T = 0 and consequently Zrc, t = 0 for t > T. Thus for z E Z we have 
X$(Z) =zrrNIO, T]. We get from Lemma 1.1 that the mapping 
ZS z -+ zn,[O, T] is USC, which shows that also rr,’ is USC at x. Thus 7~; 
is USC. 
The proof of the upper semi-continuity of rci is similar. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume Z is compact and Z n Inv + N = 0. Then ICY (Z) is 
compact and 
n,+(Z)nInv+N=@, (4.9) 
i.e., N\n,$(Z) is a neighborhood of Inv+ N. 
Proof Compactness of n,‘(Z) follows directly from the above 
Corollary and Proposition 1.3. The remaining assertion is obvious. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume Z is a compact neighborhood of Inv - N in N. Then 
7cG (Z) is compact. 
Proox It s&ices to show that x$(Z) is closed. Let { yn} be a sequence 
in nz (Z) and yn + y E N. If y E Inv-N then y E Z E n;(Z). Thus assume 
y 4 InvN. One can find sequences {t,} E R+, (zn} c Z such that 
y, E z,,nN t,, i.e., by (3.3) z, E y,n,( - t,). Since y # Inv -N, there exists also 
T> 0 such that yn,( - T) n N= 0. Choose a neighborhood U of y in N 
such that UE, ( - T) n N # /2/. Then for sufficiently large n we get t, d T. 
Thus {t,) is bounded. Taking subsequences, if necessary, we can assume 
that t,-+tElR+, z, -+ z E Z. Hence we get from Proposition 1.2 that 
y E znN t, i.e., y E rc$ (z). This finishes the proof. 1 
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LEMMA 4.4. For every neighborhood V of Inv- N there exists a compact 
neighborhood Z of Inv N in N such that 
7cN+(Z) E v. (4.10) 
Proof. Using Proposition 4.10 find T> 0 such that yn,( - T) = @ for 
all y E N\ V. Let x G Inv- N. A simple computation shows that 
xn,[O, T]cn$(x)&Inv-Nc V. 
Since by Lemma 1.1 the mapping 
N3x+xnN[0, T] 
is USC, one can find for every x E Inv - N a compact neighborhood W, of x 
in N such that W,Z,~ [0, T] c V. Thus, by compactness of Inv - N there 
existsafiniteA~Inv-NsuchthatInv-NcZ:=U{W,IxEA).Then 
Zn,[O, T] E V. (4.11) 
Obviously Z is a neighborhood of Inv- N. In order to show that such Z 
satisfies (4.10) take x E rc,$ (Z). Then there exists z E Z and t > 0 such that 
xEzn,t. If t< T then XE V by (4.11). Thus assume t> T. If x4 V then 
xrcN( - T) = 0 and consequently xrcN( - t) = 0, which contradicts 
z E xrcN( - t). Thus x E V. This finishes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume U and V are open neighborhoods of Inv + N and 
Inv- N, respectively. Then there exists an index pair P in N such that 
P,c v, N\P, E U. (4.12) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that cl( U n V) G int N. 
Using Lemma 4.4 choose a compact neighborhood Z of Inv N such that 
X$(Z)% V. Put P, :=rr$(Z) and P2 :=nNf(N\U). Then by Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.2, P,, P, are compact and by Proposition 4.6, they are strongly 
positively invariant with respect to rc,,,. We obviously have Tnv- NE Z G 
z;(Z)= P, c V. Since (N\U)nInv’N= 0 we get from Lemma4.2 
that rcj$(N\U)nInv+N=(a. Hence Inv+Nz N\P,. There is also N\Uc 
n;(N\U) = Pz, thus N\P, G U. Finally, cl(P, \P2) E cl( U n V) E int N, 
which shows that P := (P,, P2) E IP(N). B 
We are now able to prove the theorem on the existence of index pairs. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume n is a mvflow, K is an isolated invariant set with 
respect to 7~ and N is an isolating neighborhood of K. Then for every 
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neighborhood W of K there exists an index pair P in N such that 
cl(P, \P*) c w . 
Proof: Choose neighborhoods U of Inv + N and V of Inv ~ N in N such 
that cl( U A V) E W. Then by Lemma 4.5 there exists an index pair P in N 
such that (4.12) are satisfied. Thus we have cl(P,\P,)r Un VE W. 1 
The following definition will be important in the construction of the 
cohomological index. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Assume P, Q E ZP(N). We will say that P is related to 
Q iff PcQ and (Ql, P2)~ZP(N). 
Remark 4.1. P is related to Q iff P E Q and cl(Q, \P2) c int N. 
LEMMA 4.6. For every isolating neighborhood N there exist 
P, Q, R E ZP( N) such that P E int N R and P is related to Q, Q is related to R. 
Proof: Choose R, and P, such that (R,, P*)EZP(N). Put V :=int,R, 
and select U’ open in N such that 
P,s U’EC~ U’cN\Inv+N. 
Using Lemma 4.5 we can find Q E ZP(N) such that Q, E V, N\Qz E U := 
N\cl U’. Then Q, ~int,R, and 
hence P2 c intivQa. A similar argument shows that there exists 
(PI, R*)EZP(N) such that P,cint,Q,, Q2cint,R,. Put P:=(P,, P2) 
and R := (R,, R2). We have just shown that PcintNQ, Qcint,R. Now 
observe that all four sets cl(P,\P,), cl(R,\R,), cl(Q,\P,), and cl(R,\Q,) 
are in cl(R,\P,) E int N, which shows that P, R E ZP(N) and P is related to 
Q, Q is related to R. 1 
5. THE COHOMOLOGICAL INDEX 
Assume A c Bc N are compact and A, B are strongly positively 
invariant with respect to znN. For t 2 0 we define the set 
G,(B) := G,,,,, (B) := A v BnNt. 
The properties of the set G,(B) are summarized in the following 
505/84/l-3 
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FROP~SITION 5.1. 
G,(B) is compact and strongly positively 
invariant with respect o rrN, (5.1) 
AcG,(B)sB, (5.2) 
BnNt c G,(B). (5.3) 
Proof. The mapping x + xrcN t is USC by Lemma 1.1. Thus Bn,,, t is 
compact as an image of a compact B under an USC map (see Proposi- 
tion 1.3). This implies that G,(B) is compact. To prove that it is strongly 
positively invariant with respect to rcN take XE G,(B) and y E ~71~s for 
some s > 0. If x E A then y E A s G,(B) by the strong positive invariance of 
A with respect to rr,,,. Thus assume x E Bn,t. Then 
y~(Bn,t)~,s=(B71~~)~~t~B71~t (5.4) 
by the strong invariance of B with respect to rc,,,. This shows that also in 
this case y E G,(B) and (5.1) is proved. 
Properties (5.2) and (5.3) are obvious. 1 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume Inv cl(B\A) = a. Then there exists s > 0 such that 
G,(B) = A. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then for every n E N A # Gn,A,N(B). But 
AcG H,A,N(A), thus there exist sequences {xn>. {y,}, {on} such that 
y, E B, x, E y,n,n\A, (T,, E Conn,(n, x,, y,). We will show that 
0, E Sb~B,A,( CO, nl). (5.5) 
Let t E [0, n]. We have a,(t) E Bn,t c B by the strong invariance of B with 
respect to rcN. It cannot be o,(t) E A, because otherwise it would follow 
from x,Eo,(~) rcN(n- t) and the strong positive invariance of A with 
respect to rcn, that x, E A. Thus (5.5) is proved. Now Corollary 3.3 implies 
that Sltn c,Ca,Bj([W) # 0, i.e., Inv cl(B\A) is non-empty, a contradiction. 1 
Assume P, Q E ZP(N), P c Q. Put 
G ,,P,iv(Q) := (G,,P,,,~QI), G,,.,,.(Q,)). 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf P is related to Q then 
R :=G ,,P,/~(Q)EZ~‘(N, 
P is related to R, R is related to Q, 
Qn,,,t c R. 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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Proof: Let Ri := G,,,, (Qi) for i = 1, 2. It follows from Proposition 5.1 
that R,, Rz are compact, strongly positively invariant with respect to rr,v 
and PcRsQ. Thus Inv-NGintP,EintR,, Inv+NEN\Q2CN\Rz, 
cl(R,\R,) G cl(Q,\P,) G int N. The last inclusion follows from Remark 4.1. 
This proves that R E ZP(N). We have also that 
cl(RI\P2) G cl(Q,\P,) c int N, cl(Q,\RJ E cl(Q,\P,) c int N, 
which proves (5.7). Property (5.8) follows from (5.3). 1 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume IC : Xx F! --H X is a mv admissible jlow, N is an 
isolating neighborhood with respect to nN and P, Q E IP(N), P E Q. Then the 
inclusion 
induces an isomorphism I* : H* (Q, 2 Q, n QJ -+ H*(P,. P, n PA 
Prooj The proof consists of four steps. 
Step 1. In this step we assume the following three extra assumptions 
P,~P,, Q,EQ,, (5.9) 
P is related to Q, (5.10) 
3T>O, Q;~c~TE Pi for i=l,2 and 
VXEN diam xrr[O, T] <p(Q,\P2, X\N)/4. 
(5.11) 
Since 7c is admissible we can assume that T in (5.11) is small enough to 
ensure that rc restricted to Xx [0, T] is determined by a morphism 
p=[p,I-,q]:Xx[O,T]+X. 
Put E :=p(Ql\P2, X\N) and M:= {XE P, ) p(x, X\N) GE/~). One can 
easily verify that 
B,v(cUQ,\W, c/4) c N, 
~(cl(Q,\p,)> W 2 c/2. 
Define the following two functions 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
We will show that o- is lower semi-continuous and w + is upper semi-con- 
tinuous. First consider w -. Let x0 E Qi . If w-(x0) = 0, there is nothing to 
prove. Hence assume w-(x0) >O. Take E>O. Then there exists 
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S>W-(x0)-s such that x,rc[O,s] n M= @. Since x --H xrr[O, s] is USC, 
one can find a neighborhood V of x0 such that Vz[O, s] n M = $3. Thus 
for XE’V o-(x) 3 s > o-(x0) - E and the lower semi-continuity of o- is 
proved. 
Now consider w +. Again for 0+(x0) = 00, there is nothing to prove; 
hence assume 0+(x,) < co. Fix E > 0. Then there exists s < w’(xO) + E such 
that x,,rc~ncl(Q,\M)= @. Thus, reasoning as above, one can find a 
neighborhood V of x,, such that Vrcs n cl(Q,\M) = @, i.e., o+(x) 6 
s < w + (x,,) + E for x E I’. This shows that o + is USC. 
We have also 
VxeQl, o-(x)<u+(x). (5.14) 
This property is obvious, when w-(x) = 0 or w’(x) = co. Thus assume 
that o-(x)>0 and o+(x)<co. Take s,t~R+ such that xx[O,s]n 
M = 0 and xzt n cl(Q,\M) = 0. It is suflicient to show that s Q t. Assume 
the contrary. Then xnt n M= 0, thus 
xzt n QI c (xm n (Ql\M)) u (xrct n M) = 0, 
i.e., we get mt n Q, = 0. Choose any 0~ Sltn( [0, t], x). It cannot be 
QE Sltn,([O, t], x), because otherwise o(t)e Ql. Put t’ := sup{s~ [0, t] 1 
a(s) E N}. Then t’ < t and y := a( t’) E bd N n xrcN t’. Thus y E Q I and since 
y # P2 implies y E int N, it must be y E P2 and by p( y, X\N) = 0 also y E M. 
This contradicts xz[O, s] n ii4 = 0 and proves (5.14). 
Now extend o-and W+ to 
One can easily verify that the above extensions are respectively lower and 
upper semi-continuous. 
We shall need the following two properties of o+ and w- 
x~Q,,s~[O,u+(x, T)]*xns~N and XITNS = xm, (5.15) 
XEQ,,SE[U-(x, T),w+(x, T)]*xnssPi for i= 1, 2. (5.16) 
In order to prove (5.15) take XEQ~. For all SE [0, o+(x, T)] we have 
s < T and s f w+(x). Thus xrcs n cl(Q,\M) # 0, hence by (5.11) and 
(5.12), xxs E B(cl(Q,\M), s/4) c N. This proves that xn[O, 0+(x, T)] G N. 
Nence XRSE N and xnN,s =xzs for all SE [0,0+(x, T)]. Thus (5.15) is 
proved. 
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Now fix itz {1,2} and assume XE Qi, SE [w-(x, T), w+(x, T)]. Then 
s 6 T, s 6 w + (x) an either s B T or s > o ~ (x). First consider the case s L T. 
Then s = T and xrrs = xnT= xrcN TE Pi by (5.15) and the strong, positive 
invariance of Pi with respect to 7tN. Assume in turn that sao-(x), i.e., 
xrc[O, s] n M# 0. By (5.9) it suffices to show that xrcs~ Pz. If this is not 
true then there exists y E xm\P, c P,\P, and consequently xrr[O, s] inter- 
sects both M and Ql\P2. This together with (5.13) contradicts (5.11). Thus 
xxs c P2 and (5.16) is proved. 
For A c N and t E [0, T] introduce the following sets 
D,(A) := {(x, U)EA x [O, t] 1 u<o+(x, t,), 
E,(A) := ((4 U)EA x co, tl I UE [w-(x, t), Wf(X, t)l}, 
F,(A):={(x,u,s)EAx[O,t]xzJuE[O-(X,St),W+(X,St)]}, 
D(A) := D,(A), E(A) := E,(A), F(A) := F,(A), 
and extend these definitions in an obvious way to pairs. Observe that we 
get from the strong invariance of Qi and Pi and from (5.12) that 
V(Q)) E Q, 7c(D( P)) G P. (5.17) 
Similarly, it follows from (5.12) that 
W(Q)) c P. (5.18) 
For t E [0, T] put 
and 
4,: 4(Q)3(x, t)-+ (xv t)EWQ). 
Observe that pt: E,(Q,) + Q, and ptlE,(Q2): E,(QJ + Q, are proper 
and for every x E Qi p,‘(x) = {x} x [o-(x, t), 0+(x, t)], which shows 
that p, is Vietoris. Thus we can consider the morphism of pairs 
Y, := CP,, K(Q), 411. 
Recall that rc restricted to Xx [0, T] is determined by a morphism 
j3 :Xx [O, T] -+ X Obviously we can consider p as a morphism of pairs 
B: (Xx CO, Tl, Xx PA Tl) -+ (K XI. 
Properties (5.17), (5.18), and Proposition 2.1 show that we have the 
following commutative diagram of morphisms of pairs 
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P 
PO &E(Q)-P 
1 PI 1 Py’E(P)----+ P 
I I I P2 PAD(P)-P 
in which yO, y1 , y2 and PO, /II, p2 denote the contractions of y and fl, 
respectively, and the remaining arrows are inclusions. 
Applying the cohomology functor to the above diagram we obtain 
l*Oyo*“po*=yz*“/?;. 
Similarly as above, for a compact A E (N, N) and s E I we can introduce a 
morphism K,(A) := [p:, E,,(A), q:], where 
P::E,,(A,)3(x, f)+xEAl and q::E,,(A)3tx,t)~tx,r)ED(A). 
Consider the following commutative diagram 
A ++- E,(A) .a - D(A) 
ill 
I 
io 
I I 
id 
Axlt “’ F(A) ” b D(A) 
in which 
A -ET(A) I D(A) PI YI 
~,:A,~x+(x,s)EA,xZ for s=O, 1, 
j,:E,,tA,)3tx,t)~tx,t,s)~FtA,) for s=O, 1, 
~“:F(A,)3(x,t,s)~(x,s)~A,xZ, 
q”: F(A,)3 (x, t, s) + (x, t) E D(A,). 
Note that again [p”, F(A), q”] is a morphism. Hence the above diagram 
and Proposition 2.3 prove that K,(A)* = rcr (A)* for any pair A c (N, N). 
Thus 
~~~/?~=K~(P)*~P~=K~(P)*o/?~=(/?~oK~(P))*=~~, (5.19) 
because K~ (P) = yz and (pz 0 K,,)(X) = j?*(x, 0) = x(x, 0) = {x}. 
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Similarly, considering the commutative diagram of morphisms of pairs 
Q p- o(Q);- Q 
we see that 
yo*o?To*~z * = y* o p’* = K~(Q)* o fl’* = (0’0 x0(Q))* = jd, 
This, together with (5.19) shows that I* is an isomorphism. which finishes 
the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. Now we assume that only (5.9) and (5.10) are satisfied. We see 
from Proposition 4.1 that 
Inv cl(Q,\P,) z cl(Q,\P,) n Inv NC& cl(N\P,) n int,P, = @, 
thus Inv(Q,\P,) = 0. Similarly 
Inv cl(Q,\P,) z Q2 n Inv N s Q2 n (N\Q,) = 0, 
i.e., also Inv cl(Q2\P2) = 0. 
Thus we can apply Lemma 5.1 to find T> 0 such that G,,,(Q) = P. 
Find n E N such that 
diam MO, T/n1 < p(QI\P2, X\N)/4 for all x E Q, 
and put t := T/n and Qi := Gil,,, (Q). Then an induction argument based 
on Lemma 5.2 shows that {Qi}i=O,n is a sequence of index pairs in N such 
that Q” = Q, Q” = P, and Q i+ ’ is related to Qi, Q’x,t c Qi’ ‘. We have 
also for x E N and i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 
diam ~0, tl <dQl\P2, X\WP GP((Q~)~\(Q’+‘)~~ X\NL 
because (Qi)1\(Qi”)2 s Ql\P,. 
Now it follows from Step 1 applied to index pairs Q’+ ‘, Qi that the 
inclusion zi: Q”’ -+ Qi induces an isomorphism of Alexander-Spanier 
cohomologies and consequently also the inclusion 1: P + Q induces an 
isomorphism as a superposition of isomorphisms I?. This finishes the proof 
of Step 2. 
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Step 3. Now we assume that the only extra assumption is (5.9). 
Put R, := P, v Q2, R, := P, A Qz. Then R,, R, are compact, strongly 
positively invariant with respect to rcN and 
Inv-NGint,P, &int,R,, Inv+NG N\Q2 c N\R,. 
We have also 
cl(P,\R*) G cl(PI\P2) L int N, 
cl(R,\Q,) G cl(Q,\Q,) c int N. 
This shows that (P,, R,), (R,,Q,)EZP(N). (Note that (R,, R2) need 
not be an index pair). Consider the following commutative diagram of 
inclusions 
(PI, &)A CR,, Q,) 
II T 12 & 
(P!Pd ----L (Q,, Qd 
Since P,\R, = P,\Q* = R,\Q2, it follows from the strong excision property 
of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology (see [32, Chap. 6.6, Theorem 51) 
that z$ is an isomorphism. It is straightforward that (P,, P2) is related to 
(P, , R,) and (R,, Q2) is related to (Q,, Q2). Thus we can apply Step 2 to 
conclude that I: and 1; are also isomorphisms. Hence z* = 1: 0 $0 1: is an 
isomorphism, which finishes the proof of Step 3. 
Step 4. No extra assumptions. Put Q; := Q2 n Q,, Pi := P2 n P,. It is 
obvious that P’ := (P,, Pi), Q’ := (Qi, Q;) are index pairs in N. Thus 
the assertion of the Theorem follows directly from Step 3 applied to P’ 
and Q’. 1 
COROLLARY 5.1. For any P, Q E ZP(N) H*(P) and H*(Q) are iso- 
morphic. 
Proof: P n Q E ZP(N) and P n Q c P, P n Q G Q, hence, by the above 
theorem, H*(P)-H*(PnQ)mH*(Q). i 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume 71: Xx Iw ++ X is an admissible mu flow and K is 
an isolated invariant set with respect to 71. Then for all N, M isolating 
neighborhoods of K and P E ZP(N), Q E ZP(M) the Alexander-Spanier 
cohomologies H*(P), H*(Q) are isomorphic. 
ProojI First consider the case MS N. It follows from Corollary 5.1 that 
it suffices to show only the existence of index pairs P o ZP(N) and 
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QEZP(M) such that H*(P) and H*(Q) are isomorphic. For this end 
choose P E ZP(N) such that cl(P,\P,) c int M (The existence of such a pair 
is implied by Theorem 4.1.) and put Qi := Mn Pi for i = 1,2. One can 
easily verify that Q := (Q,, Q,)EZP(M). We have also Q1\Q2= 
Mn (P1\P2) = P,\P,, thus the inclusion Q c P induces an isomorphism of 
H*(Q) and H*(P) by the strong excision property of the Alexander- 
Spanier cohomology (see [32, Th. 6.653). 
If M, N are arbitrary isolating neighborhoods isolating K then the asser- 
tion of the theorem follows from the just proved case applied to isolating 
neighborhoods M n N, N and M n N, M. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. The Alexander-Spanier cohomology of an index pair of 
an isolated invariant set K depends only on K. 
DEFINITION 5.1. The common value H*(P) for all index pairs P of K 
will be called the Churchill-Conley index of K and denoted by C(K). 
We get from Corollary 4.2, Theorem 4.1 and [6, IVS.l] or [5, 
Corollary 4.51 the following 
Remark 5.1. In the single-valued case the Churchill-Conley index 
coincides with the Churchill index (see [S, Section 4)) and with the 
Alexander-Spanier cohomology of the Conley’s homotopic index (see [6, 
Def. 111.5.21). 
6. STABILITY OF THE INDEX 
Our aim now is to study the behaviour of the index under perturbation 
of the flow. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A mapping 7~: n + MVAF(X), where MVAF(X) 
stands for the set of all admissible mv flows on X, will be called a 
parametrized family of mv flows iff the mv mapping 
Axxxrw3(n,x,t)~7C(~)(X,t)~X (6.1) 
is use. 
Assume a parametrized family of admissible mv flows n: /i -+ MVAF(X) 
is given. 
It can be easily verified that for every A c /i one can consider a mv flow 
z(A) on A x X given by 
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Note the following simple 
F'RO~OSITION 6.1. For every A c X and A E A the set {A} x X is strongly 
invariant with respect o x(A). 
For every fixed LEA the flows n(A) and rr({A>) are in a one-to-one 
correspondence, in the sense that the diagram 
XXR n(A) ‘X 
x,. x id 
I I 
Xi 
{;I} xxx R x(iA))b {A} xx 
in which xi. :X 3 x + (A, x) E {A} x X, commutes. This allows us to identify 
the flows n(A) and n( (A}) in the sequel. 
In what follows, we will write simply 1 or A instead of n(A) or R(A) in 
all cases, where n(A) or x(A) appears as a parameter. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Assume N c X is compact. Then the mu mappings 
A~J-HI~~-(N,A)GN, ,431 + Inv+(N, A)GN 
are USC. 
Proof Fix p E A and assume the mapping 
A. --++ Inv-(N, A) 
is not USC at p. Then there exists U open in N such that Inv (N, p) c U 
and a sequence {A,} G A, A,, --+ p such that Inv - (N, A,) & U. Choose 
z, E Inv-(N, A,)\.!7 and 
crnESltn,(W,z,, A,)ESltn,.,(R-, (A,, zn), A). 
Taking a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that z, --t z for some 
ZEN\lJ. 
Now it follows from Lemma 3.4 that there exists some 
crESltn,., (R! ~, (p, z), A). Since o(O) = (p, z) E {p} x N, it follows from 
Proposition 6.1 that G E Sltn,( W, z, p). Thus z E Inv ~ (N, p) G U, which 
contradicts z 4 U. 
The proof of the remaining case is similar. 1 
COROLLARY 6.1. If for some p E A N is an isolating neighborhood with 
respect o x(p), then N is an isolating neighborhood with respect o n(n) for 
i sufficiently close to p. 
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Proof We have Inv(N, p) G int N. Since Inv( N, p) = Inv ~ (N, ,D) n 
Inv + (N, p), there exist open neighborhoods U, V of Inv ~ (N, p), 
Inv + (N, p), respectively, such that U n V G int N. Using the above proposi- 
tion one can find a neighborhood & of ,D in /i such that Je/io implies 
Inv-(N, 1) E U, Inv’(N, ;1) c V, i.e., Inv(N, 1) c Un VG int N. This shows 
that N is an isolating neighborhood with respect o ~(12) for i E A. 1 
LEMMA 6.1. Assume that N is an isolating neighborhood with respect to 
T-C(~) for some ,u(~/i. If P,QEIP(N,~) are such that PEintNQ and P is 
related to Q then there exists A, a neighborhood of p in A such that for every 
2 E A, there exists R E IP(N, 1) satisfying P G R c Q. 
Proof: Put R := R(l) :=x(L),‘(P); we will show that for A sufficiently 
close to p R(I) satisfies the assertion of the lemma. 
Put Z := N\int, Q, . By Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 6.1 one can find 
a compact neighborhood d of .D in n such that N is an isolating 
neighborhood with respect o z(n) and 
Invv(N, A)Eint,P,, Inv+(N, A) E N\Q2 for all JEA. (6.2) 
In particular 
Inv-(N, A)nZ=@, Inv+(N,;l)nP,=@ for J.EA, 
because P c int,Q. Put 7~’ := n(A), N’ := N x A. One can easily verify that 
N’ is an isolating neighborhood with respect o 71’ and 
Inv-(N’,x’)nZxA=U {I nv-(N, 2)nZx {A} 1 AEA} =a, 
Inv+(N’,n’)nPP,xA=U {Inv+(N,d)nP,x(l} /AE~}=@. 
Let x E Z. Then r+);(x) n P, = 0 and (x, .D) E Z x A, i.e., rr’,;(x, p) n 
P, x A = 0. Thus it follows from the upper semi-continuity of rr& that 
there exists an open neighborhood V, of x in N and A, of p in A such that 
7c)N;(y,A)nP,xA=(ZI for YE V,, SEA, 
i.e., 71(n);(y) n P, = 0 for ye V,, 1”~ A, 
A compactness argument proves that there exists a finite subset Z0 c Z 
such that ZG lJ {V, 1 XE Z,}. Put A,, := fl {A, 1 XE Z,}. Then A, is a 
neighborhood of p and rc(;l);(y) n P, = 0 for y E Z, ;I E do. This shows 
that R,(1)=rr(E,),+(P,)SN\Z=int,Q,&Q, for LEA,. 
Now take x E P, . Then rc(p)N+ (x) c Pz E int Qz. A similar reasoning 
using a compactness argument and the mv flow rc’ shows that there exists 
a neighborhood A, of p such that rc(n),‘( y) c_ int,Q, for y E P, and ;1 E A,. 
Thus R2(,l) = z(A),‘(P,) c Q2 for /z E A,. 
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It follows from (6.1) and Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 that RI(n) and R,(1) are com- 
pact and from Proposition 4.6 that they are strongly positively invariant 
with respect o ~$1) and P,c R;(n) for i= 1,2. Thus we get from (6.2) that 
Inv-(N, 1) c int,P, E int,R,, Inv+(N, 1) c N\Qz c N\P,, 
cl(Ri\R*) c .cl(Q,\P,) E int N, 
which shows that R(A) E ZP(N, 1”). 1 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume rt : A + MVAF(X) is a parametrized family of mu 
flows and N is an isolating neighborhood with respect to n(p) for some p E A. 
Then 
C(Inv(N, 1)) = C(Inv(N, p)) 
for 1 sufficiently close to p. 
ProoJ: Using Lemma 4.6 find index pairs P, Q, R E ZP(N, p) such that 
PC intNQ, Q cint,R, P is related to Q, Q is related to R. Applying 
Lemma 6.1 twice find /i, a neighborhood of ZI in /1 such that for 2 E /1, 
there exist index pairs P’(i), Q’(1) E ZP(N, 1) satisfying P G P’(L) E Q E 
Q’(1). Now consider the following commutative diagram of inclusions 
P’(I)A Q 
h 1 1j2 
P 7 Q’(n) 
It follows from Theorem 5.1 that j,* oj: and j: oj: are isomorphisms, thus 
j* is also an isomorphism. 1 
As a direct consequence of the above theorem we get the following 
COROLLARY 6.2 (invariance of the index under continuation). Assume 
rr : Z -H MVAF( X) is a parametrized family of mvflows and N is an isolating 
neighborhood with respect to all n(2) for 2 E I. Then 
C(Inv(N, 0)) = C(Inv(N, 1)). 
7. MV ADMISSIBLE FLOWS AND DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS 
In this paragraph f: [w” --H [w” will denote a compact- and convex-valued 
map. Consider the following differential inclusion. 
X’E f(x). (7.1) 
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Recall that a solution to (7.1) on an interval d c [w is an absolutely 
continuous mapping cp: A + Iw”, such that 
v’(t) Ef(cP(t)) a.e. in A. 
Note the following obvious 
Remark 7.1. Assume q : A + IX”, cp’ :A’ + Iw” are two solutions of (7.1). 
If A” c A is a subinterval of A then cp restricted to A” is also a solution of 
(7.1). 
If cp( t) = q’(t) a.e. in A n A’ then cp u cp’ is a solution of (7.1). For any 
TE [w the mapping t --t cp(t + T) is a solution of (7.1). 
For CE Iw put 
for t>O 
for td0. 
For x0 E Iw” let S, (x0) denote the set of all solutions cp of (7.1) defined on 
A, and satisfying ~(0) =x0. 
Combining the theorems of Castaing and Valadier [4] (see also [2, 
Theorems 2.1.3, 2.2.11) and Lasry and Robert (see [20, 171, or [ 13]), we 
get the following 
THEOREM 7.1. For all TE Iw andfor all X~E Iw” the set S,(x,) is a non- 
empty, acyclic and compact subset of C(A,, [W”). Moreover, the mu mapping 
S,: x + S,(x) is an USC, hence an acyclic mapping. 
Proof For T>O our theorem reduces to the theorems quoted above. 
The case T6 0 can be obtained from the case T> 0 by the observation that 
cp :A, + IR” is a solution of (7.1) iff cp’: A _, 3 s + cp( -s) E 58” is a solution of 
X’E -f(x). 1 
Thus we get from Proposition 1.3 the following 
COROLLARY 7.1. For any compact KG [w” the set S,(K) is compact. 
Now put 
7r: R”xR3(x, t) * {q(t) 1 qlES,(X)}ER”. (7.2) 
We have the following 
THEOREM 7.2. n is a mu admissible flow. 
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Proof, Fix T > 0. Properties (3.1)-( 3.3) follow easily from Remark 7.1. 
Property (3.4) follows from Theorem 7.1. Consider the mapping 
E,: S,( R”) x [0, T] 3 (cp, t) + p(t) f R”. 
We will show that it is continuous. For this end take (rpO, to) E ST(lRn) x 
[0, T] and choose a compact neighborhood K of cpO in S,( [W”). Let E > 0. 
Compactness of K means that all maps in K are equicontinuous, in 
particular we will find 6 > 0 such that 
It--o1 <is* Ildkl-df)ll <E/2 for all cp E K. 
Choose V to be a neighborhood of cpO such that 
Let (PE VnK, It-&-,1 ~6. Then 
Ildt) - %(kJll d Ildf) - cP(bll + IIdkJ - %(kdll 
< 4 + IIV - ‘PO II < E. 
This shows the continuity of E,. Now observe that R restricted to 
[w” x [0, T] equals E,o S,. Both E, (single-valued) and ST (Theorem 7.1) 
are acyclic maps. Thus it follows from Proposition 2.4, that rr is an 
admissible mv flow. 1 
We have now two kinds of solutions: solutions of differential inclusions 
and solutions of the mv flows given by a differential inclusion. They 
coincide, as follows from the following theorem (compare also [25], where 
a similar theorem is proved under slightly different assumptions). 
THEOREM 7.3. For any TE R’ and x E R” the set of solutions cp of the 
dzjjferential inclusion (7.1), defined on A, and satisfying q(O) = x is the same 
as the set of ail A.-solutions of the mvfZow rc given by (7.2), originating in 
x (see Definition 3.3). Symbolically 
S,(x) = Sltn(A., x, 71). (7.3) 
Proof: The inclusion S,(x) c Sltn(A =, x, z) follows directly from the 
definition of n. In order to prove the opposite inclusion take 
(r E Sltn(A =, x, rc) and fix E > 0. We can assume that T > 0, the proof of the 
case T d 0 being similar. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there exists n E N 
such that 
diam(a(kT/n) rc[O, T/n]) <E forall k=O,l,..., n-l. (7.4) 
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Put xk := a(kT/n) for k = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. We get from Definition 3.3 that 
xk+,~xk~(T/n) for k=O, l,..., n - 1. Thus, by (7.2), there exists an 
absolutely continuous function rp,: [0, T/n] + KY, a solution of (7.1) 
satisfying (~~(0) = xk, qk( r/n) = xk+, for all k = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. For 
t E [kT/n, (k + 1) T/n] put q(t) := qPk(r - kT/n). Then by Remark 7.1 
cp E S,(x). We shall show that 
IIdt)-4t)ll <E for all t E [0, T]. (7.5) 
Choose kE (0, 1, . . . . n - 1 } such that t E [kT/n, (k + 1) T/n] and put 
t’ := t - kT/n. Then cp( t) = qk (t’) E xk7ct’ and, by Definition 3.3 
Now, by (7.4) diam(x,rrr’) < E, and (7.5) is proved. Since E > 0 was chosen 
arbitrarily, we have shown that (TE cl S,(x). However, by Theorem 7.1, 
S,(x) is compact, thus 0 E S,(x). 
Let us consider now a differential inclusion with parameter. Thus assume 
f: KY x [0, l] -+ [w” is USC, bounded and convex-valued. Then, by means 
of formula (7.1), one can define a mv admissible flow n(n) corresponding 
to the differential inclusion 
X’Ef(X, ;1) (7.6) 
for every /I E [0, 11. 
THEOREM 7.4. The mapping 
[0, 1 ] 3 1+ n(n) E MVAF( [W”) 
is a parametrized family of mv admissible flows. 
Proof: Consider the system of differential inclusions 
X'Ef(&~) 
A'E (0). 
Obviously every solution of (7.7) is of the form 
lR3lt((cp(t),A)ER”X[O, 11, 
(7.7) 
where q is a solution of (7.6). Thus the upper semi-continuity of (6.1) 
follows from Theorem 7.2 applied to the differential inclusion (7.7). 1 
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8. EXAMPLES 
We begin with the following 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume N is an isolating neighborhood. Then for any 
P E IP( N) 
H*(P) = H*(Inv N, Inv- Nn P2). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 we can find a sequence (en}, = l,aa of index pairs 
in N such that (Q”)icB(Inv-N, l/n)n P,. Since obviously ((en),, 
(Q’$ n P2) E IP(N), we can assume that (Q”), = (Qfl), n P,. Then 
n {QflInEN}=(InvN,Inv-NnP,) 
and the thesis follows from the continuity of the Alexander-Spanier 
cohomology (see [32, Theorem 6.6.61). 1 
The following example is based on the hint to [ 16, Exercise 11.4.2-J. Let 
cp: R2 + [0, l] be a continuous, bounded function which vanishes only at 
(0,O) and is 1 on [ 1, co) x IR. Take a continuous function p: [w + [0, l] 
such that p(x) = 1 for x f 1 and p(x) = 0 for x b 2. Let U: R2 + R+ be odd 
and periodic with period 27r with respect to the second variable and on 
R x [0, TC] given by 
UC? 0) = (1 - PL(XMP2W + et71 - w”’ -Ax)). 
Consider the system of differential equations: 
8’ = U(x, e) 
x’ = cp(x, e). 
Because of periodicity of U this system induces an admissible mv flow on 
R x S’. Take N := N, := [ -5,5] x S’, N, := [4,5] x S’. Then (N,, N2) 
is an index pair in N, H*(N,, N2)=0, Inv N= {(O, 0)} and (!) 
Inv- N n N, = N,. This shows that there is no counterpart of Churchill’s 
sequence (see [ 5, Theorem 4.71 or [6, Section IV.5.11) in case of mv 
admissible flows. Nevertheless we are able to prove generalizations of 
certain corollaries drawn from the Churchill’s sequence in [S]. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Assume x E X. Then y E X is an o-limit point of x, if 
there exists QE Sltn(R, X) and a sequence { tn},= ,,m such that t, -+ cc and 
o(t,) -+ y. The set of all o-limit points of x will be denoted by rc, (x). 
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A non-empty compact invariant set K is called asymptotically stable iff 
the following two conditions are satisfied 
there exists an open neighborhood W of K such that Vx E W, 
71, (xl G K (8.1) 
for every U, open neighborhood of K there exists an open 
neighborhood V of K such that VrcR+ E U. (8.2) 
Note that every asymptotically stable invariant set is isolated. This can 
be proved in a similar way as in the single valued case. 
THEOREM 8.2. Assume N is an isolating neighborhood and K= Inv N. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent, 
K is asymptotically stable, (8.3) 
VPEZP(N) InvNnP,=(a, 
Inv N= K. 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
Proof: Assume K is asymptotically stable and for some P E ZP(N) there 
exists x E Inv - N n Pz. Choose an open neighborhood P’ of K such that 
VrcR+ G N\P,. Fix 0 E Sltn(R-, x) and select a sequence t, + -cc such 
that a(t,) + YE Inv- N. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that YE Inv+ N, thus 
y E K. Find n E f+J such that a(t,) E V. Then x E a(t,)d3t E N\P*, a contra- 
diction proving (8.3) =z- (8.4). 
Assume in turn that Inv N\K# Iz/. Then there exists T> 0 and 
x E Inv - N\K such that xrc,,, T = a. Choose any P E ZP(N). It follows from 
Lemma 4.1 that there exists y E xrrN [w + n P2. Since x E Inv ~ N, this implies 
that also y E Inv - N and contradicts (8.4). 
Finally assume that Inv- N = K. Let x E int N and y E n, (x). Then, by 
Lemma 3.4, y E Inv - N = K. This proves (8.1). In order to prove (8.2) 
assume the contrary. Then there exists a neighborhood U c int N of K, 
sequences {t,)cR+, {x,}, {y,}cNand tE[O, 001, XCK, yEN\Usuch 
that y, E x,,nNt,, t,-,t, x,-+x, y,+y. If t<co then yEx7tNt and 
yEInvvN, because xEK=Inv-N. If t=cc then yEInv-N by 
Lemma 3.4. Thus in both cases y E Inv- N= Kc U, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 8.1. Let j: Inv N+Inv ~ N denote inclusion. Then j” : H’(Inv - N) 
--) H’(Inv N) is a monomorphism. 
Proof First we will show that H’(Inv- N, Inv N) = 0. It is well known 
(see [32, Theorem 6.4.5]), that H”(X, Y) is isomorphic to the module of all 
locally constant scalar functions on X, which vanish on Y. Thus it suffices 
to show that every such function is zero. Let f: Inv N + R be a locally 
505/534/l-4 
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constant function and let x E Inv ~ N. Fix (r E Sltn,( [w-, x) and choose a 
sequence { tn } c R - and y E Inv - N such that rr( t,) + y. Then, by 
Lemma 3.4, y E Inv- N. Since f is locally constant and vanishes on Inv N, 
there exists m E N such that f(a( t,)) = 0. Since a( t,) and x are in the same 
connected component of Inv ~ N, we get that f(x) = 0. 
The thesis follows now from the exact sequence of the Alexander-Spanier 
cohomology of the pair (Inv N, Inv N). 1 
THEOREM 8.3. K := Inv N is asymptotically stable iff for any PE IP(N) 
the inclusion i: (K, @)+ (P,, P2) induces an isomorphism i*: H*(P,, P2) 
-+ H*(K). 
Proof. Assume K is asymptotically stable. Then, by Theorem 8.2, 
Inv Nn P2 = 0, thus it follows from (8.5) and Theorem 8.1 that i* is an 
isomorphism. 
Assume in turn that i* is an isomorphism. Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram in which all morphisms are induced by inclusions. 
H*(K 0) l 
i* 
H*(P, > Pd 
i* 
I I 
k* 
H*(Inv N, 0) yH*(Inv-N,Inv-NnP,) 
It follows from the above diagram and Theorem 8.1 that j* 0 1* is an 
isomorphism. Thus l* is a monomorphism and j* is an epimorphism. It 
follows from Lemma 8.1 that j” is an isomorphism, i.e., also lo is an 
isomorphism. Now consider the following fragment of the exact sequence 
of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology sequence of the pair 
(Inv- N, Inv- Nn Pz). 
O- H’(Inv-N,Inv-NnP,)- ‘” H’(Inv- N) 
- H’(Inv- Nn P’) 
b H’(InvN,InvNnP,)L H’(Inv- N) 
Since lo is an epimorphism and 1’ is a monomorphism, we see from the 
exactness of the above sequence that H’(Inv- Nn P2) = 0, i.e., 
Inv- N n P, = 0. The thesis follows now from Theorem 8.2. 1 
We get from the above theorem and from the commutative diagram of 
maps induced by inclusions, 
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ff*tp, > P2) - p* H*(P,) 
i’ 
I I 
4’ 
H*(K) id H*(K) 
(8.6) 
the following 
THEOREM 8.4. If K = Inv N is asymptotically stable then for any 
PEZP(N) one can map H*(K) into H*(P,) injectively. 
ProoJ Since j* in diagram (8.6) is an isomorphism, we see that 
p* 0 j* ~ i is a monomorphism. 1 
COROLLARY 8.1. If all positive trajectories of an admissible mu flow on 
R” enter some ball and there is a periodic orbit inside the ball which is 
asymptotically attracting, then not all solutions entering the ball are attracted 
to the periodic trajectory. 
We finish this paper with the following simple adaptation of [6, Exam- 
ple IS]. Consider the system of n differential equations without uniqueness. 
I 
Yj = Yj+ 1 for j= 1, 2, ..,, n -- 1 
y:,= 1 yp2- 1. 
This system admits a non-constant bounded solution. To prove this one 
has to make substitution zi :=~~“+‘~jy~, j= 1, . . . . n, r := Et and proceed 
like in [6]. 
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